University Faculty and Administrative Committees
Faculty Representation

AY 2018-2019
As of 8.20.18

University Faculty Senate

Officers
*Jane Berry (A&S at large; term expiring spring, 2020), President
*Kristen Osenga (Law; expiring 2020), Vice president
*Jan French (A&S at large; expiring 2019) Chair of Committee on Committees

Senators (Three year terms)
Julie Laskaris (A&S div. 1; expiring 2021)
Tanja Softic (A&S div. 1; expiring 2019)
Jenny Pribble (A&S div. 2; expiring 2019)
Jennifer Erkulwater (A&S div. 2; expiring 2020)
Kelling Donald: Division III (A&S div. 3; expiring 2021)
Barry Lawson (A&S div. 3; expiring 2020)
Elena Cavillo (A&S at large; expiring 2019)
Todd Lookingbill (A&S at large; expiring 2021)
Noah Sachs (Law; (expiring 2021)
*Terry Price (JSLS; expiring 2020)
Saif Mekhari (Shakun Mago fall 2018) (RSB; expiring 2020)
*Jonathan Whitaker (RSB; expiring Spring 2019)
Cassandra Marshall (RSB; expiring 2021)
*Andrew Schoenenman (SPCS; expiring 2021)
*Doug Bosse, ex-officio – Immediate Past President of Senate AY2017-2018
*Members of the Executive Committee

Ex-officio Members
Ronald A. Crutcher – University President
Jeffrey Legro – University Provost

Faculty Executive Committees (Committee Policy III.A.)

1. Committee on Committees:
   Jan French (A&S) CHAIR
   Noah Sachs (Law)
   Cassandra Marshall (RSB)
   Andrew Schoenenman (SPCS)
   Terry Price (JSLS)

2. Faculty Grievance Committee:
   Stephen Long (A&S; rotating off Spring 2020) CHAIR
   Peter Kaufman (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
   David Frisch (Law; rotating off Spring 2020)
   David North (RSB; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Ellen Walk (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2019)
3. Faculty Status and Faculty Credentials Committee:
   Angela Leeper (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Christie Davis (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Johann Stegmeier (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Lorenza Marcin (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Peter Kaufman (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Rachel Suddarth (Law; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Joyce Janto (Law; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Steve Thompson (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Erik Nielson (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2021) **CHAIR**

4. Richmond Scholars Steering Committee:
   Jennifer Nourse (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Tedd Bunn (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Elizabeth Baughan (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Kristin Bezio (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Violet Ho (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019) **CHAIR**

5. Undergraduate (Traditional) Admissions Committee:
   David Salisbury (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2020) **CHAIR**
   Carrie Wu (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Gene Anderson (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2021)
   David Stevens (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2019) **ON LEAVE** [Yvonne Howell replacement for 2018-19]
   Thad Williamson (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Bob Nicholson (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Joe Hoyle (RSB; rotating off Spring 2021)

6. University Libraries Faculty Committee: **NEED CHAIR**
   Mariela Mendez (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2020) **ON LEAVE** [Tonja Softic replacement for 2018-19]
   Jeppa Von Platz (Phil) (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Taylor Arnold (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Peter Kaufman (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Maureen Moran (Law; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Jason Zarin (Law; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Abdullah Kumas (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019) **ON LEAVE** [Tom Zylkin replacement for Fall 2018]
   Natisha Harper (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2021)

Faculty Advisory Committees (Committee Policy III.B.)
1. **Academic Committee for International Engagement:**
   Monti Datta (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2021)
Kelling Donald (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2019)
Yucel Yanikdag (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2020)
Sharon Feldman (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2020)
Chris von Rueden (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
Chiara Giorgetti (Law; rotating off Spring 2020)
Daniel Paik (RSB; rotating off Spring 2021)
Steve Tallman (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)
Gretchen Flynn Morris (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2021)  

2. Academic Disabilities Accommodation Committee:
   Van Nall (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2020) **ON LEAVE**-[Matt Lowder replacement for 2018-19]
   Amy Treonis (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2020)  **CHAIR**
   Joanna Drell (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Caroline Weist (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Haley Harwell (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Andrew Frank (Law; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Joe Ben Hoyle (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Lionel Mew (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2019)
   *RSB moving from 2 to 1 for 2018-19

3. Faculty Athletic Committee:
   Rania Sweis (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Chris Stevenson (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Chuck Mike (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Ted Peebles (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Thad Williamson (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Dale Cecka (Law; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Richard Coughlin (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)  **CHAIR**
   John Earl (RSB; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Dan Roberts (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2019)

4. Faculty Development Committee: **NEED CHAIR**
   Bedelia Richards (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2019) **ON LEAVE** [Stephen Long replacing for 2018-19]
   Omar Quintero (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Andy McGraw (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Corrado Corandini (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Javier Hidalgo (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Laura Webb (Law; rotating off Spring 2020)
   Shakun Mago (RSB; rotating off Spring 2021)
   Cassandra Marshall (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)
   Lionel Mew (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2020)

5. First-Year Seminar Committee*:
   Tricia Stohr-Hunt, (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2019) **CHAIR**
Melanie Hillner (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2021)
Brannon McDaniel (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2020)
Martin Sulzer-Reichel (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2020)
Kristin Bezio (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
Erik Craft (RSB; rotating off Spring 2020)
Paul Clikeman (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)
Lionel Mew (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2021)
* LAW petitioned off committee for 2018 - 2019

6. General Education Committee:
Mavis Brown (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2019)
Miles Johnson (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2021)
David Brandenberger (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2020) CHAIR
Dean Simpson (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2019)
Terry Price (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2019)
Tom Arnold (RSB; rotating off Spring 2021)
Bob Nicholson (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)

7. Honorary Degrees and Awards Committee*:
Aurora Hermida (A&S; rotating off Spring 2020) CHAIR
David Epstein (Law; rotating off Spring 2019)
Neil Ashworth (RSB; rotating off Spring 2020)
Dan Roberts (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2021)
Thad Williamson (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
* JSLS petitioned off committee for 2017 - 2018

8. Student Co-curricular Academic Initiatives Committee:
Jimmy Kandeh (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2021)
Christine Helms (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2019) CHAIR
Jessie Fillerup (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2019) ON LEAVE [Mimi Hanaoka replacement for 2018-19]
Dixon Abreu (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2021)
Al Goethals (JSLS; rotating Spring 2020)
Jonathan Stubbs (Law; rotating off Spring 2020)
Erik Craft (RSB; rotating off Spring 2021)
Trey Sutton (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019) ON LEAVE [Collin Rabe replacement for Fall 2018]
Laura Kuti (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2020)

9. Undergraduate (Traditional) Student Academic Integrity Committee:
Samantha Guss (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2019)
Lester Caudill (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2020)
Anne Van Gelder (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2019)
Kevin Pelletier (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2021)
Haley Harwell (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2020)
Tom Mattson (RSB; rotating off Spring 2021) ON LEAVE [Sara Hanson
10. University Academic Program Committee:
Sandra Joireman (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2020) LEAVE to Provost’s Office
[Beth Crawford replacement for 2018-20]
John Hayden (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2021)
Samantha Seeley (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2020) – on leave need replacement
Claudia Ferman (A&S, div. 4; rotating off Spring 2019) [Shahan Mufti replacement for 2018-19]
Julian Hayter (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
Noah Sachs (Law; rotating off Spring 2019)
Violet Ho (RSB; rotating off Spring 2021)
Tim Hamilton (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019) CHAIR
Erik Nielson (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2020)

University Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committees
(Charter IV.B.1 and Committee Policy I.A.3.)

1. General Education Review Committee:
Ellen Walk (SPCS)
Jess Flanigan (JSLS)
Paul Clikeman (RSB)
Erik Craft (RSB)
Andrea Simpson (Political Science) (A&S Division I)
Eugene Wu (Biology) (A&S Division II) CHAIR
Sydney Watts (History) (A&S Division III)
Sharon Feldman (LLC) (A&S Division IV)
Joanna Love (Music) (A&S At-Large)
Provost, Jeff Legro (ef-officio)

2. Handbook Revision Committee
By March 1, 2019, the Committee shall propose to the Senate specific changes to the Faculty Handbook. These changes may concern any matter addressed in the Faculty Handbook, but must address the “Faculty Personnel Policies and Procedures” contained in Part III of the Faculty Handbook. This part of the Handbook should explicitly address (a) sexual misconduct, (b) grievance, and (c) faculty status topics. In determining the proposed changes, the Committee shall consult regularly with the Senate, the Senate Executive Committee and the General Counsel of the University of Richmond.
The membership of the committee shall consist of three Senators. All of the committee members shall have voting rights. Members may be on the faculty of any school.
Kristen Osenga CHAIR
Julie Laskaris (A&S)
Committees of the Board of Trustees (Committee Policy IV)

**Academic Enrollment Management Committee**
Tom Shields (SPCS; 2nd of 3-year term, expiring 2019)

**Advancement Committee**
Allison Tait (Law; 2nd of 3-year term, expiring 2019)

**Business Management Committee**
Doug Bossee (RSB; expiring spring 2021)

**Student Development Committee**
Julian Hayter (JSLS; expiring spring 2021)

**Retirement Plan Administration and Investment BOT Committee**
Pat Fishe (RSB; rotating off spring 2021)

University Administrative Standing Committees (Committee Policy V and Appendix 1)

**Compliance Oversight Committee:**
Lynda Kachurek (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2019)

**Cultural Affairs Committee:**
Deborah Napoli (A&S, div. 1; rotating off in 2021)
Wade Downey (A&S, div. 2; rotating off in 2021)
Ann Van Gelder (A&S, div. 3; rotating off in 2020)
Anthony Russell (A&S, div. 4; rotating off in 2019)
Chris von Rueden (JSLS; rotating off in 2020)
Mei Kiu Lo (Law; rotating off in 2019)
Chad Curtis (RSB; rotating off in 2020)
Laura Kuti (SPCS; rotating off in 2021)

**Fringe Benefits Committee:**
Sam Abrash (A&S; rotating off Spring 2020)
Terry Price (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
Doron Samuel-Siegel (Law; rotating off Spring 2019)
John Earl (RSB; rotating off Spring 2020)
Kate Cassada (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2021)

**Planning and Priorities Committee:**
Elizabeth Ransom (A&S; div. 1; rotating off Spring 2019) SEPARATION – Fall 2018 ELECTION
Laura Runyen-Janecky (A&S; div. 2; rotating off Spring 2020)
Erling Sjovold (A&S; div. 3; rotating off Spring 2020)
Erika Damer (A&S; div. 4; rotating off Spring 2020) ON LEAVE – [Lidia Radi (elected, runner-up) replacement for 2018-19]
Al Goethals (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
Steve Allred (Law; rotating off Spring 2019)
Research Support Committee: (recommended dissolution)
Stephen Simon (A&S, div. 1)
Jory Brinkerhoff (A&S, div. 2) ON LEAVE – [Christine Helms replacement for 2018-19]
Yucel Yanikdag (A&S, div. 3)
Sara Pappas (A&S, div. 4)
Jessica Flanigan (JSLS)
Joyce Janto (Law)
Jeff Harrison (RSB)
Pat Fishe (RSB)
Porcher Taylor (SPCS)

Student Development Committee:
Elizabeth Schlatter (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2021)
Miranda Shaw (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2020)
Karen Kochel (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2019)
Allison Archer (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
Mitch Conover (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)
Shakun Mago (RSB; rotating off Spring 2020)

Sustainability and Environmental Awareness Committee:
Sam Abrash (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2019)
Mary Finley-Brook (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2021)
Jessica Flanigan (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2020)
Joel Eisen (Law; rotating off Spring 2020)
Tim Hamilton (RSB; rotating off Spring 2021)
Andrew Schoeneman (SPCS; rotating off Spring 2019)

Undergraduate Research and Internships Committee: (possible dissolution)
Joanna Love (A&S, div. 1; rotating off Spring 2020)
Kim Klinker (A&S, div. 2; rotating off Spring 2019)
Jack Singal (A&S, div. 3; rotating off Spring 2021)
Javier Hidalgo (JSLS; rotating off Spring 2021)
Tom Arnold (RSB; rotating off Spring 2020)
Andy Szakmary (RSB; rotating off Spring 2019)

Ad Hoc Administrative Committees (Committee Policy I.A.3.b.)
Teaching and Scholarship Initiative (Provost):
Crystal Hoyt (JSLS) CHAIR
Kim Marie McGoldrick (RSB)
Kate Cassada (SPCS)
Tamar Schwartz (Law)
Stephen Long (A&S Division I)
Shannon Jones (A&S Division II)
Mimi Hanaoka (A&S Division III)
Libby Gruner (A&S Division IV)

Creativity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship (Provost):
Beth Crawford (A&S, Div I)    CHAIR
Anthony Russell (A&S, Div IV)
Kelly Shaw (A&S, Div II)
Brannon McDaniels (Div III)
Roger Skalbeck (Law)
Steve Thompson (RSB)
Bob Spires (SPCS)
Kristin Bezio (JSLS)

Ethics (Provost)
Sandra Peart    CHAIR
Pat Fishe (waiting for official call/charge to confirm)
Jess Flanigan
Tom Shields
Christopher Corts
Monti Datta
Richard Dagger
Miriam McCormick

President’s Advisory Committee for Making Excellence Inclusive
Karen Kochel (A&S)
Chad Curtis (RSB)
Omar Quintero (A&S)
Patricia Herrera (A&S)
Javier Hidalgo (JSLS)
Hank Chambers (Law)

BML and THC Envisioning Steering Committee
Kevin Butterfield
Aleksandra Sznajder Lee (A&S)
Taylor Arnold (A&S)
Natisha Harper (SPCS)
Mariela Mendez (A&S)
Jason Zarin (Law)

Vice President Advancement Search Committee (Exec VP B&F)    by 8/24
Nominations (none from JSLS or SPCS):
John Earl (RSB)
Mary Tate (Law)